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LETTER FROM THEDIRECTOR-GENERAL

Esteemed Faculty and Delegates,

Welcome to ALMUN XV! My name is Emmy K. Smith, and I have the pleasure to serve

as the Director-General for the fifteenth iteration of the distinguished Alabama Model

United Nations Conference. I am a current junior at The University of Alabama

majoring in International Studies with a triple minor in Arabic, Counterterrorism, and

the Blount Scholars Program with plans to pursue my Master’s in Public Administration

here at Bama. Although the last couple iterations of ALMUN have had to be canceled or

virtually conducted, I am so excited to be back in person with the Southeast’s premier

MUN conference for high school students! We worked hard to offer a variety of

committees for our delegates ranging from traditional General Assemblies to

unexpected Crisis Committees to the blend of procedures that create the International

Court of Justice and Press Corps.

I have participated in ALMUN since I was a junior in high school, and I fell in love with

it instantly. Carrying into college, MUN has completely shaped my college experience,

friend group, career goals, and opportunities. With the Alabama International Relations

Club’s MUN team, I have had the honor to travel the country, build lifelong friendships,

and take chances that never would have been possible without MUN. Without MUN, I

would be nowhere near the person I am today. The value of my experiences as a

delegate, staffer, and secretariat member within the MUN world cannot be overstated.
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If this is your first experience with MUN, I hope that you, too, will find that spark that

ignites your life in a variety of ways. I sincerely hope that ALMUN can provide you with

a renewed sense of passion and joy that will stay with you past high school. If you have

any questions about ALMUN, your committee, AIRC, MUN, or anything else, please feel

free to reach me at the email listed below. I wish you the best of luck in your research

and preparation - see you at ALMUN, and Roll Tide!

Best,

Emmy K. Smith

Director-General of ALMUN XV

almun.dg@gmail.com
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A Note On Research, Preparation, & Position Papers

Your experience as an ALMUN delegate begins during the time spent leading up to the

conference. Proper research and preparation are key to a successful and valuable

experience at ALMUN and any MUN conference. For new delegates, this preparation

may seem like a daunting task. However, the ALMUN staff is here to help, and these

notes should help you structure your lead-up time.

The first place to start your research should be your committee’s Background Guide.

This is a document prepared by committee staff for their specific committees’ delegates.

It contains historical contexts, overviews of your topics, and what the staffers will expect

from delegates. This document is the perfect jumping off point for all of your research

and will also help understand the innerworkings, schematics, and purpose of your

character/country assignment as well as your role as a delegate during the conference.

These documents can be found on the ALMUN website under your committee.

Position papers are delegates’ first interactions with the dais (your committee staffers)

and is the final product of a student’s preparation and research for any Model United

Nations conference. It contains informed perspectives and histories of the state a

delegate represents and is crucial to creating an authentic MUN experience. Specific

expectations for position papers are listed below.

All delegates are strongly encouraged to submit position papers. Position papers are

required for a delegate to be considered for awards. Additionally, there is an award for

Best Position Paper within each committee.
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FORMAT

● The position paper will be two pages. Content for the paper will be broken down into

paragraphs, not separate pages. Do not exceed two pages.

● The document will be single spaced, typed in any easily-legible serif or sans-serif 12 pt.

font

● The document will begin with a three line header on the left side consisting of the

following:

○ Name of the delegate

○ News Source represented by the delegate

○ Committee in which the delegate will participate - “Press Corps”

● Add a 3rd page as Works Cited for outside sources referred to in the position paper. Cite

using MLA format.

● Use the example Press Corps position paper provided on the ALMUN website as a

reference for formatting.

● Position papers should be saved as a word document of PDF file with the title

“ALMUNXV_Press Corps_[News Source]”.

CONTENT OF POSITION PAPERS

● Research on the history of your news organization, including but not limited to…

○ Founding

○ Reputation

○ Readership

○ Bias leanings

○ House style (i.e., stylistic choices that are specific to this news organization. for

example: The New York Times uses courtesy titles like Mr. and Ms. in their work,

whereas AP Style dictates that usage of courtesy titles is incorrect.)

○ Any notable/influential work (for example: if your news organization was The

Washington Post, you may want to make note of the fact that they broke the

Watergate story.)

○ Degree of independence from government of its state

● Research on the committee you would like to report on
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○ Discuss 3-4 ALMUN committee topics (allocating one paragraph to each topic)

which are relevant to your news source (1 GA, 1 SA, and 1 Crisis topic is

mandatory, 4th is optional)

○ Input as to why your news organization is interested in this committee

○ Angles you can see yourself reporting on regarding these topics

OTHER TIPS & NOTES

● Do not write in first person! Instead, write as the news source represented (e.g. “The

Times of India leans…”)

● Avoid the passive voice.

● Write succinctly and objectively rather than with embellished language.

● Use the example position paper provided on the ALMUN website for ideas on how the

writing and style should look, as well as how to present the information needed to

prepare for the conference.

If you are looking for more information on how a committee runs and debate flows,

please check out our Delegate Resource Guide and Handbook for Rules and

Procedures. These two documents will break down everything you need to know about

awards, parliamentary procedure, and even offer a brief rundown and history of your

committee’s branch.

Please submit all position papers to this Google Form

no later than February 10th, 2022  at 11:59 p.m. CT.

https://forms.gle/QWZ4FZXLkNB642Da6
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DELEGATES THAT DO NOT SUBMIT POSITION

PAPERS WILL BE INELIGIBLE FOR AWARDS.
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LETTER FROM THE UNDERSECRETARY GENERAL

Esteemed delegates,

My name is Sarah Clifton, and I will be serving as your Under-Secretary General

of Press Corps at ALMUN. I am a junior at the University of Alabama studying English

and news media. I am also pursuing an MA through the Accelerated Master’s Program

in English, with a focus in composition and rhetoric. I also work with The Crimson

White as a news reporter and with the Media Writing Center in the College of

Communications and Information Sciences as a media writing mentor, and I will be

working with the Tuscaloosa Thread as a reporter next semester. I do not have a lot of

previous experience with MUN as a whole, but I have a wealth of journalism experience,

which I hope to bring to this position to enhance your experience as a reporter of this

committee.

That being said, I am excited to work in this space with you all. Last year, we

made many changes that prioritized campaigning for the particular committees you

wished to report on. We also previously introduced new story types last year, ranging

from editorials to hard news written reports. New developments for this year involve

more of a focus on getting a feel for the field and getting comfortable in your space as a

writer—we are introducing a 5 minute interview period after committee meetings for

you to ask questions to guide your reporting, and Press Corps meetings will be

structured more like a newsroom budget meeting (more explanation on that later) in

order to allow you to become more familiar with the structure of news and practice

developing your ideas and skills in a low-stakes, but still stimulating, space.

I’m immensely looking forward to the brilliant coverage you all will produce.

Welcome to Press Corps!

Sincerely,

Sarah Clifton

USG of Press Corps

almun.usg.press@gmail.com
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COMMITTEE OVERVIEW

WHAT IS PRESS CORPS?

As a delegate for this sector of MUN, you will be reporting on behalf of a real life

organization on the happenings of other committees at ALMUN. As a journalist

attending these events, you will produce articles to be published and accessed by other

delegates. This coverage ranges from straight-news coverage of debates to longer

editorials. This committee seeks to illustrate the profound influence of the media on

real-life politics as well as public opinion. Working with this committee is a way for you

as a delegate to gain tangible experience honing your skills in writing, reporting,

determining newsworthiness, choosing angles to pursue and interviewing

DELEGATE EXPECTATIONS

Acting as a delegate for Press Corps comes with a lot of consideration for how you

represent yourself, others, and the issues you report on. As per the Society of

Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics, you as a reporter are tasked with seeking truth

and reporting it, minimizing harm, acting independently and being accountable and

transparent. Delegates of this committee should seek to be respectful and productive, as

well as attentive to their treatment of serious topics, and keep an open mind in order to

do justice to the variety of topics you will be tasked with covering.

Additionally, being well-versed in the background guide is key to your success as

a delegate for this committee. For your skills to hone and develop as a part of this

committee, it is essential for you to have a working knowledge of things such as what

kind of work you will be doing, the format it is expected to be in, the specific biases and

style of your news source and general expectations of the committee. To stay informed

on these things, keep your background guide close, and your Position Paper—which you

will write to outline your research on your news source—closer.
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TYPES OF WORK

Work for this committee, just like work in the world of journalism, offers a lot of

diversity and multi-media opportunities. Below are forms of work you will be doing as a

reporter for Press Corps. On any work you do for this committee, you can always request

assistance/advice from the Writing Coordinator or Multimedia Coordinator.

REPORTS

Reports can be 250-350 word articles or visual graphics that focus on concise,

fact-based reporting on the happenings of the committee the delegate observes.

References to outside sources are allowed, so long as these outside sources (statistics,

other reporting, etc.) are introduced properly and linked to in the article (see:

Journalism 101, Academic vs. Journalistic Writing, Reader Friendliness). Outside

sources should function as supporting evidence or background information to bolster

your reporting, though you can utilize this as a tactic to show the biases/ideological

leanings of your news outlet. You will create three reports—one article, one graphic, and

one of your choice. While articles will focus more on detailed reporting on the

occurrences of the committee, visual graphics will be more simple outlines of the major

blocs of the committee and the positions presented.

NEWS BRIEF

Whereas reports are fact-based and will show some of the biases of your news

outlet, news briefs are breaking news briefs that are short form, hard news pieces (see:

Journalism 101, types of news writing) that are entirely factual. These news briefs will be

50-100 words and will be written during extended unmoderated caucuses while you are

observing a committee. After writing these news briefs, the delegate will present the

piece to the committee. Due to the immediacy and accessibility of news briefs, these

pieces have the potential to alter the course of the committee, so keep this in mind when

writing your news brief. What issues need further elaboration? What issues have not

been explored that should be at the forefront?
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EDITORIALS

Editorials are written prose pieces that are published by a news outlet that

establishes the opinion of the paper’s editorial board (note that this is different from an

editorials, which is an opinion piece published by a newspaper but is written by

someone who is not employed by the newspaper). These pieces are great opportunities

to show the biases of your news organization. Editorials should be between 650-700

words, and unlike the previous two assignment options, these can showcase as much

opinion as you would like. However, you still need to support your claims with facts you

gather.

PHOTOGRAPHY

All Press Corps personnel are encouraged to take pictures, using phones or

cameras, to accompany their articles. These pictures should be submitted to your chair

as soon as possible in order for them to get approval so that they can be placed in the

paper. These photographs may also be used in the final video summary of the

conference.

VIDEOGRAPHY

In addition to photography, ALMUN’s Press Corps is in charge of providing a

video for closing ceremonies on Sunday. Press Corps personnel are to use their

smartphones or cameras to capture this footage, which will need to be shown to and

approved by chairs before it is used. This video will be constructed in the last committee

session on Sunday, with Press Corps delegates assisting the Multimedia Coordinator in

assembling the video. It ought to be no longer than the length of one song.
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HISTORY OF PRESS CORPS

ALMUN Press Corps is modeled after the United Nations Correspondents Association.

“The United Nations Correspondents Association (UNCA) was founded in 1948 at

Lake Success on Long Island where the United Nations was temporarily located.

At the time, the United Nations had 56 member nations.  UNCA started with fifty

members, mostly representatives of American and Canadian media.  The first president

of UNCA was an American John G. Rogers, correspondent for the New York Tribune.

The relationship between the United Nations Correspondents Association, as the

organization representing the United Nations press corps, and the Secretary-General is

based on an agreement dated September 16th, 1995 and embodied in the UNCA

constitution.

As the role and the influence of the United Nations grew in the world, the number

of correspondents also grew.

From its inception, UNCA worked to bring correspondents, members of

diplomatic delegations and the Department of Public Information together by

organizing press conferences, social functions, luncheons and an annual awards event.

Among the eminent guest of UNCA were King Hussein of Jordan, Prime Minister

Fidel Castro of Cuba, Prime Minister Nikita Khrushchev of the USSR, Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi of India, Polish leader Edward Gierek, French Foreign Minister Maurice

Schumann, the presidents of General Assemblies and the Secretaries-General.

After the death of Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold in a plane crash in

Ndola, Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) on 17 September 1961, UNCA established the Dag

Hammarskjold Memorial Scholarship Fund, which annually awards several young

journalists from developing countries a stipend to visit the United Nations to cover the

General Assembly.

In 1992, the UNCA Executive Committee established the global media awards for

excellence in UN coverage to journalists from around the world including Africa, Asia,

the Arab world, and Latin America.  The annual UNCA Awards is held annually in

December in New York.
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The United Nations Correspondents Association is incorporated as a 501 (c) (3)

in the State of New York.

The United Nations Correspondents Association is recognized annually in a

resolution adopted by the General Assembly under the mandate of the Committee to

Review United Nations Public Information Policies and Activities, known as The

Committee on Information.  In its 2013 resolution, the General Assembly commended

the United Nations Correspondents Association for its ongoing activities.”
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PRESS CORPS AT ALMUN

In past years, Press Corps at ALMUN has hosted many skillful students with an

interest in journalism and allowed them to produce accurate, factual reporting on the

happenings of the other committees. It allows delegates to take a deep dive into issues

that interest them, and to participate in MUN in a different way than other students will

get the opportunity to pursue. We have offered this mainly through the different types of

coverage—reports, news briefs, editorials, visual graphics, and photography and

videography—but this year we want to expand on that by taking initiatives to integrate

Press Corps into MUN even further, as provide an ample space for idea development.

This year, committee meetings—except for the initial one—will be structured like

a newsroom budget meeting. This is for a few reasons. Budget meetings are informal,

but by no means something one can turn up to unprepared. In newsrooms, they are

meetings where the staff figures out who is covering what topics, and are generally used

as time to pitch ideas, get perspective from your peers and your editor, and workshop

current work. This will allow you to develop your ideas, hone your writing skills, and use

the skills of your peers and your editor to produce top-tier coverage.

Additionally, we plan to introduce a five-minute period at the end of committee

meetings for questions from the press. The questions you ask during this time period

can be for clarification of positions, input on the trajectory of the debate, and other

points of contention. This period is short, so you have to ask concise, to-the-point

questions with as little hesitation as possible. However, asking questions as a reporter is

vital, as they can guide or even entirely alter the story you write. Having this Q&A period

not only integrates Press Corps further into MUN as a whole, but also allows for you to

practice vital skills that you will use over and over again as a reporter.
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SAMPLE MEDIA

SAMPLE REPORT

Members of the Akutami Tribe Killed In Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil

Yesterday in Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil, four members of the previously uncontacted

Akutami tribe were killed by a nearby rancher’s gunmen.

After walking next to the edge of the reserve land, a hired gunman shot and killed four

members, while three were left severely injured. The injured members were rushed to

the hospital where they were treated and are now stable, but in critical condition.

Authorities in Brazil are responding to the scene and questioning the people responsible

for this incident.

The Indigenous Affairs Bureau is currently conducting an investigation.

“Due to the outcoming reports, we have a lot of evidence to confirm through the

investigation,” an IAB spokesperson said. “Since the Akutami tribe was previously

isolated and the reserve land covers a large area, we have little information on the

encounter that took place between the Akutami and the rancher.”

The rancher’s attorney has claimed that, “He was merely defending his property from

intruders.”

Due to the slash in reserve lands under Brazilian president Michel Temer, it is very hard

to distinguish the borders between private property and land belonging to indigenous

tribes.

Recently, more and more ranchers have hired gunmen to protect their property from

members of the Akutami tribe among other tribes. Indigenous rights activists, such as

Survival International (SI) have spoken out.

“The rising rates of incidents occurring along the border of reserve land is disgraceful

and needs more attention from the government,” SI said.

International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA), another Indigenous

advocacy group, has put out a statement saying that isolated indigenous people need

more protection from massacres like these.

“These killings could wipe out large percentages of uncontacted tribes that are already

affected by deforestation, disease, and eviction,” Julie Koch, the executive director of

IWGIA, said.
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Land disputes have become more common, leaving indigenous tribes the most

defenseless and vulnerable than they have ever been.

“The survival of these smaller tribes relies on whether or not the government provides

protection for them,” SI said.

SAMPLE NEWS BRIEF

Americans Protest British Tariffs on Plastics

SOUTHAMPTON, England — Early this morning riots broke out in the port city of

Southampton as American exporters were met with a staggering 75% tariff on plastic

goods. Three people were killed, and six others were wounded.

The tariffs are a measure intended to aid in reaching Prime Minister Julia Charleston’s

goal of a plastic-free United Kingdom by 2050. “My heart goes out to the families of the

victims of today’s violence,” said Charleston. “Fighting climate change will not be an

easy journey, but I ask we make it a peaceful one.”

SAMPLE EDITORIAL

Editorial: There’s A Lot Congress Can Do Now, and It Starts With Changing A Law

Trump Exploited

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/11/opinion/congress-midterms.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/11/opinion/congress-midterms.html
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COMMITTEE LOGISTICS

ASSIGNMENTS

Committee Assignments are mainly determined by the delegates’ position paper

and their efforts in campaigning for committees in the first committee session.

Committees will NOT be pre-assigned. The campaigning for topics and the position

paper will be assessed for depth of research and committee assignments.

Certain Crisis and Specialized Agency committees may require a delegate to be

permanently assigned to a committee. Other delegates will be assigned to rotating

committees, including for all General Assembly committees.

For individual assignments, the campaigning for committees will require

consideration of an organization's country and bias as a significant stakeholder in the

issue.

STRUCTURE

The general committee structure is outlined below. Please review the

parliamentary procedure guide on the ALMUN website before you look through this

section. The General Assembly parliamentary procedure applies here, with a Motion for

an Extended Unmoderated Caucus serving to allow delegates to leave and observe other

committees.

Session 1:

● A Round Robin about each delegate’s news source’s history, background, focuses,

biases, etc. This motion illustrates the delegates’ basic research into their own

news source.

● A series of Moderated Caucuses to campaign for committees. In these, delegates

will discuss various committees, their topics, their relevance to a news source, a

news source’s position on those topics. These speeches and the potion paper will

be critical in committee assignments.
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● If there is time remaining, delegates may be allowed an Extended Unmoderated

Caucus to conduct Secretariat interviews.

Sessions 2-4:

● Structured like a newsroom budget meeting—each delegate will give an update on

their observed committee’s progress and an update on the coverage they are

producing. Can also pitch ideas for their remaining stories and workshop current

work.

● An Extended Unmoderated Caucus in which delegates will go to their assigned

committee to observe it.

● An Unmoderated Caucus, of a time period to be determined by the delegates,

when they return to the Press Corps room to complete their articles, have them

edited, and work on the final video if there is time remaining

Session 5:

● Structured like a newsroom budget meeting—each delegate will give an update on

their observed committee’s progress and an update on the coverage they are

producing.

● An Extended Unmoderated Caucus in which delegates will go to their assigned

committee to observe it.

● An Unmoderated Caucus, of a time period to be determined by the delegates,

when they return to the Press Corps room to complete their editorials, have them

edited, and post them to the website in the advance of the Plenary Session the

following day.

Session 6:

● An Unmoderated Caucus during which delegates will work on and complete the

video summary.

● If there is time remaining, delegates may motion for an Extended Unmoderated

Caucus to interview the Secretariat.
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PREPARATION

RESEARCH

Delegates will need to perform prior research on their assigned news agency to

determine the political leanings and other belief systems (including that of their

audience). We recommend you find articles written by and about the agency to have a

more complete understanding. Delegates will need to know this Background Guide and

the background guides on all of the other committees so they may campaign for which

committee they wish to cover (this will happen during our first committee session). In

reviewing the other background guides, delegates should consider different news

agencies’ positions on the topic and how they might cover what is happening.

POSITION PAPER

Delegates will need to refer to the document outlining Position Paper Guidelines

and look at the requirements for Press Corps. The position paper requires delegates to

demonstrate research and knowledge into Press Corps as a whole, their news agency,

and the committees which they feel are most relevant to their point of view.

CAMPAIGNING FOR COMMITTEES

During the first committee session, delegates will campaign for which committee they

would like to cover. Please prepare what committee(s) you would like to cover it and

have reasons why you would like to do so.

SUPPLIES

There are a few supplies that are vital to a good reporter (and delegate!). We will supply

laptops for all delegates for conference use through the University and Secretariat. All

delegates are required to use University laptops for ease of access and equity. We will
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also provide writing pads for each delegate. Please bring with you writing utensils and

any supplemental materials (such as: background guides, research materials, etc.) We

also encourage you to bring your cellphone and any cameras for taking pictures to

accompany your written media.
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RULES AND PROCEDURES

GENERAL RULES

Keep the delegate handbook in mind at all times, specifically the ethics

statement. Review it and be conscious of the guidelines of acceptable behavior in your

writings, even as you write from the point of view of others.

While in the Extended Unmoderated Caucuses that allow you to observe the

committees, do not wander or loiter in the hall. Please stay in the room of the committee

you are observing unless you have decided on a news brief and wish to seek out the WC

or MC for consultation.

Keep in mind that most of your time will be spent in the committee room that you

are observing, and the Press Corps delegates will be able to decide how long this time

will be in each session. Press members must listen to the direction of the dais of the

committee they are observing and delegates must leave the committee room before

voting procedures commence

ELECTRONICS

While delegates are observing committees, they will be among the few

in-committee allowed the use of electronics, including phones, laptops, and cameras.

Reporters may take notes on paper or on their laptops. Reporters may also write their

articles while they are in the committee.

No electronics are allowed while debate and summaries are occurring in the Press

Corps room.

Delegates must use a shared Google Drive for notes, reports, visual graphics,

editorials, news briefs, photos, and other work done by the reporter. Ensure that your

Google Account can share information with sources outside your institution. If not,

please be ready to use a temporary Google Account which has sharing capabilities.
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ALMUN will provide laptops to delegates that will have the capability to write

articles, access to Google Drive, access to Canva, and access to video editing software

used to construct the final video summary.

Delegates are allowed and encouraged to bring their own cameras if they wish,

and are encouraged to use their phone cameras for photo and video during the

conference.
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JOURNALISM 101: REPORTING BASICS

THE GOAL OF JOURNALISM

Journalists have many names—reporters, press, members of the media, crooks,

watchdogs of society, and, of course, the “fourth estate.” This term—“the fourth

estate”—refers to the unofficial yet undeniable ability of the press to influence political

issues. As such, journalistic writing has many goals, but oftentimes, it revolves around

informing the public, explaining/analyzing events, provoking thought or debate,

monitoring/investigating certain events, fact checking and maintaining accountability

for those in power. Keeping these objectives in mind will guide how you write and what

you choose to write about as a delegate for this committee.

ACADEMIC VS. JOURNALISTIC WRITING

Not all writing is equal. There are many nuances that differentiate academic

writing—likely, the style of writing you are most accustomed to—from journalistic

writing. Below are a few key differences to keep in mind.

READER FRIENDLINESS

Journalists are trained to write on a sixth grade level. This is not to “dumb down”

content, but rather to make sure that anyone who picks up an article—even a 12 year

old—can understand what’s happening. Think of it this way: if one of the goals of a

journalist is to provide accurate, important information that the public needs to have in

order to make informed decisions and opinions, the way to ensure that as many people

as possible are informed is to make sure you level the playing field by making your

writing accessible.

Maintaining a sense of formality while writing in simple terms can be difficult,

especially when you are new to the style. The main way to do this is to be as concise as
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possible. Keep your sentences short—or, at the very least, have one idea or new piece of

information per sentence—and in the active tense.

Paragraphs are significantly shorter in journalistic writing. An acceptable length

for a paragraph in journalism can be as short as one sentence. More frequent paragraph

breaks help keep your piece flowing and easy to understand. Like sentences, keep your

paragraphs to one idea per paragraph.

Lastly, citing outside sources operates differently as well. A “works cited” page is

not necessary for journalistic writing, but you do need to credit your sources. With

proper attribution (see: quotes), you can cite outside materials however you like in your

work. Additionally, if you are writing for online rather than print (like you will as a

delegate for this committee), you can insert a hyperlink to your source. However, use

hyperlinks and outside sources sparingly. Most of your information should be

information you personally have gathered through extensive reporting, so use outside

sources as a way to bolster your work instead of a replacement for human sources.

AP STYLE

If you are more used to academic writing, you are likely accustomed to writing

papers in MLA, Chicago or APA format. As you may have been able to tell by the ability

to use hyperlinks or leave source credit to the attribution in your article’s text,

journalistic writing follows a different style called AP Style.

The AP Style book is essentially a large dictionary that defines words and terms

and notates how things should be written. As such, there are many rules for AP Style,

but most are not things you will need to know until you run into a situation where you

have to look up the rule. However, there are a few rules you will use constantly, so it is

good to either memorize them or have them on hand to refer to.

DATELINES

A dateline denotes where the story took place, and most often are used for stories

where the information obtained is in a place that is outside of the newspaper’s home

base. To write a date line, write the city name in all capital letters, and follow it with the

state abbreviation. For example:
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TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — Delegates gathered for ALMUN XV…

The exception to this rule is a list of 30 major cities that are so well known that

most people know what state it is in without indication. These cities are as follows:

Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit,

Honolulu, Houston, Indianapolis, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, Milwaukee,

Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia, Phoenix,

Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Antonio, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, and

Washington. An example of a date line with a well known city simply states the city in all

capital letters, like this:

NEW ORLEANS — A category 3 storm is brewing…

There are also a few international cities that do not require a country listed after

them. They include: Amsterdam, Baghdad, Bangkok, Beijing, Beirut, Berlin, Brussels,

Cairo, Djibouti, Dublin, Geneva, Gibraltar, Guatemala City, Havana, Helsinki, Hong

Kong, Islamabad, Mexico City, Milan, Monaco, Montreal, Moscow, Munich, New Delhi,

Panama City, Paris, Prague, Quebec City, Rio De Janeiro, Rome, San Marino, Sao Paulo,

Shanghai, Singapore, Istanbul, Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Kuwait City, London,

Luxembourg, Macau, Madrid, Stockholm, Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto, Vatican City, Vienna,

and Zurich.

State abbreviations also look different in AP Style. They are as follows: Ala. (AL),

Ariz. (AZ), Ark. (AR), Calif. (CA), Colo. (CO), Conn. (CT), Del. (DE), Fla. (FL), Ga. (GA),

Ill. (IL), Ind. (IN), Kan. (KS), Ky. (KY), La. (LA), Md. (MD), Mass. (MA), Mich. (MI),

Minn. (MN), Miss. (MS), Mo. (MO), Mont. (MT), Neb. (NE), Nev. (NV), N.H. (NH), N.J.

(NJ), N.M. (NM), N.Y. (NY), N.C. (NC), N.D. (ND), Okla. (OK), Ore. (OR), Pa. (PA), R.I.

(RI), S.C. (SC), S.D. (SD), Tenn. (TN), Vt. (VT), Va. (VA), Wash. (WA), W.Va. (WV), Wis.

(WI), and Wyo. (WY). These abbreviations are for datelines only—spell out state names

in the text of your articles.
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DATES AND TIMES

In most cases, you will use figures (i.e., normal numbers, not spelled out

numbers) to write out times. Use a colon to separate hours and minutes. Antemerridian

and postmeridian are denoted in lower case letters with periods in between each letter.

For times on the hour, write them without the minutes indicated. For example, you

would say “9 a.m.” and not “9:00 a.m.” Spell out “noon” and “midnight” instead of

writing “12 p.m.” or “12 a.m.” respectively.

TITLES AND NAMES

When using someone’s name in an article, the first time they are mentioned,

write out their first and last name (and suffixes) as well as introduce who they are and

their relevance to the story. The second time you mention this person, just their last

name will suffice.

Some newspapers (like The New York Times) deviate from this rule, but the AP

Style rule stipulates to not attach courtesy titles—terms like Mr., Mrs., Ms., Miss—to

names unless it is part of a direct quotation. Knowing where your news source lies on

this stylistic issue is something to note in your research.

Job titles are only to be capitalized when they appear before a person’s name. If a

title follows someone’s name, is informal, appears without being attached to a name, or

is set off with commas, do not capitalize. Long titles should ideally follow a person’s

name rather than precede it.

NUMERALS

Spell out numbers below 10, and use figures for numbers 10 and above. Do not

begin a sentence or headline with a figure—if it is at the beginning of the sentence, even

if it is below ten, spell it out.

However, some situations necessitate using numerals no matter what. Some such

exceptions include: percents (example: 4%), dollar amounts (example: $6), dollar

amounts above $1 million use numerals and units (example: $302 billion), ages

(example: the 5-year-old boy; the boy is 5 years old), and times/dates.
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ACRONYMS

Most acronyms are likely not well known to the public. Before you use an

acronym in your story, write out what the acronym stands for on the first mention with

the acronym in parenthesis following it, and then on subsequent mentions, use the

acronym. (example: “Alabama Model United Nations (ALMUN)...”)
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TYPES OF NEWS WRITING

In journalism, you can categorize stories into two main categories—hard and soft

news. These two story types differ in writing style, tone, subject matter and lead options.

Sometimes, depending on the subject matter, you can blend both approaches in one

story.

Your writing for this committee will, for the most part, be hard news coverage of

the happenings of the committees you observe. However, with a bit of creativity and the

right subject matter, you can incorporate soft news elements (like an observational lead)

to make your stories even more interesting. News briefs should be entirely hard news.

Written reports should also be hard news, but you may have the opportunity to blend

soft news elements into it. Editorials will be mostly soft news, using more creative

approaches.

Hard News

Hard news (also called “straight news”) is a style of reporting that aims to give a

reader a just-the-facts approach. Leads are very informational and get straight to the

point (and put the news first—the fact that a meeting happened is not the news, the

news is what the result of the meeting was). Often, these stories are short, falling in the

100-300 word range. This style is usually best for serious or sensitive topics.

Soft News

Soft news gives you a little more artistic license as a writer. You still are expected

to do factual reporting, but you can use more creative language and unconventional

leads, such as an anecdotal lead (an introduction to your story that tells a quick story

that is an epitomizing incident of the issue you’re writing about to get your reader

hooked) or an observational lead (making an observation about the situation or

circumstances that impact/contribute to the thing you’re writing about to get the reader

invested).
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COVERING EVENTS

Writing coverage of an event is the bread and butter of journalism. Sunshine laws

require public disclosure of government meetings/records, so oftentimes, as a

journalist, you will find yourself covering things like court cases or school board

meetings.

Since this is one of the most quintessential tasks of a journalist, everyone has

their own mode of operation that they employ to most effectively cover an event. Here

are some helpful tips for your first time covering a meeting like these committees:

1. Take notes. Most journalists always have a pen, a notebook, and some kind of

recording device on them at all times, but especially at an event they are covering.

You can either use the voice memos app on your phone or the Otter.ai app (which

will create a transcription of your audio recording) if you would like to record

your event notes. At the very least, make sure you have a notebook!

2. Don’t worry about writing down every single word. Develop a shorthand

note-taking strategy that you can understand, that way, you can get down more

information quicker. Especially if you are recording while using a notebook to

take notes—you can write down time stamps as opposed to full sentences.

3. Don’t be afraid. Covering events, especially for the first time, can be

intimidating, but lingering in the back out of fear will not help you produce the

best coverage. Be confident and get as close as you need (without being

disruptive, of course) and ask questions when you have them.

4. Be observant. The event isn’t just whatever the president of the school board is

saying, the event is also who shows up to the event in the audience, the reaction

to what is covered, and even what is not said in the meeting. Take note of your

surroundings and read between the lines.

5. Play stupid if you have to. Sometimes, you need to conduct post-event

interviews, and some people are very polite and willing to talk, while others can

be compliant but rude. Saying something along the lines of “I wanted to get your

opinion on (insert topic here), I think my story will really benefit from your
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professional input” or “Could you help me understand (insert topic here)? I know

you have a wealth of expertise and I want to ensure my reporting is accurate”

opens a surprising amount of doors.

6. Use silence to your advantage. A fun quirk of the human brain is that it hates

silence. Naturally, our brains want to fill silence, especially in social interactions,

so if someone hasn’t given you enough information in their response to your

question, leave a few moments of silence, and they may add on more.

7. For the love of God, make sure you spell names correctly. (Double check

all little details, but especially names.) A surefire way to make your audience lose

confidence in your ability to provide accurate information is to misspell a name,

and that will be the first mistake anyone notices in your work. Even if it’s a simple

name, confirm the spelling—you never know if John Smith actually spells his last

name as Smythe unless you check.
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NEWS ORGANIZATION LIST

When considering different news organizations around the world, it is important

to consider the laws in place in those countries that affect the freedom of the press, and,

in turn, what kind of coverage can come out of those countries. Below is information on

the different news organizations, their level of freedom, and other essential information

like biases and important facts.

However, this information does not mean you should not do your own research.

The best way to learn the style, bias and interests of your news organization is to read

some of their recent coverage and check their house style guide.

The New York Times: US

Free press

Political bias: liberal

Le Monde: France

Free Press

Political bias: liberal

Daily Mail: UK

Free Press

Political bias: conservative

Pravda: Russia

Not Free Press

Political bias: leftist

People’s Daily: China

Not Free Press

Communist Party affiliation

Times of India: India

Partly Free Press

Political Bias: conservative

The Sunday Times: South

Africa

Partly Free Press

Political Bias: conservative

Dawn: Pakistan

Not Free Press

Political Bias: Centrist

Financial Tribune: Iran

Not Free Press

Political Bias: center right

Herald Sun: Australia

Free Press

Political Bias: conservative

Keep in mind: Herald Sun is

categorized as a tabloid!

El Sol de Mexico: Mexico

Not Free Press

Political Bias: conservative

Calgary Herald: Canada

Free Press

Political Bias: conservative
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AWARDS

There will be four awards for Press Corps this year. Awards will be judged based

on how your performance during committee sessions and the quality of the work you

produce stacks up with the newsworthiness criteria below.

The elements of newsworthiness that you should keep in mind are as follows:

1. TIMELINESS: how related your article is to current events

2. PROXIMITY: relevance to the audience, either literally or psychologically

3. CONFLICT: disagreement or contention between two people, groups, countries,

institutions, etc.

4. PROMINENCE: well-known individuals or public persons/entities are involved

5. IMPACT: who an issue affects, how, and to what extent

6. HUMAN INTEREST: either tugs at the heart strings or piques interest

Best Reporter: The Best Reporter award will be granted to a delegate with a high

proficiency in writing and an impressive grasp of newsworthiness and story

organization. The awarded delegate must also be able to synthesize logical arguments in

editorial pieces and write clear, concise, objective news briefs.

Best News Source: The Best News Source award will be granted to a delegate that

maintained the attitude and bias of their assigned news organization. This includes

writing appropriate editorial pieces.

Best Media: The Best Media award will be granted to a delegate with a high-level of

skill and performance within the media field of this committee. This includes the digital

elements, such as video, visual graphics, and pictures, as well as how they relate to the

topic being reported on.
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Best Position Paper: The Best Position Paper award will be granted to a delegate with

a high-level skill of writing, research, and analytic skills. The awarded delegate will also

show a high level of knowledge for their news source and background guides.
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HELPFUL LINKS

Seeing as journalistic writing is likely new to many delegates, I’ve provided some links

below to helpful sources on the technical side of journalistic writing, ethics, and a few

sample stories that I’ve written in my time as a journalist to help you get a feel for soft

versus hard news. Click the heading of each section  to go directly to these helpful

sources!

Common AP Style Rules

Most of these are detailed in the Background Guide already, but here is a link to

Perdue’s list of common style rules. When you work in this field for a long time, you end

up accidentally memorizing these because you use them so often in your work. Since

you’re learning the ropes, it’s normal and highly encouraged for you to check the rules

just to be sure you have it right.

Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics

As established earlier, the goal of a journalist is to provide information to the public and

keep an eye on officials to be sure they’re doing the things they should. These goals that

I outlined come from the SPJ Code of Ethics, which stipulates that journalists should

seek truth and report it, minimize harm, act independently, and be accountable and

transparent. Here, you can read more to get more of a grasp on the mission of a

journalist.

How to Write a Lead

Writing a good lead (or lede, as some journalists call it) is essential to writing a good

story. If your lead falters, the rest of the story falls on its face. It’s important to get the

right balance of intrigue and information. This takes a lot of trial and error to get right,

but this link from Purdue contains a lot of helpful tips.

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/journalism_and_journalistic_writing/ap_style.html
https://www.spj.org/ethicscode.asp
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/journalism_and_journalistic_writing/writing_leads.html
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Newsworthiness

Determining what aspects of your story are most newsworthy, if at all, is important not

only undecided what to write about, but also in how you write it, and proving to an

audience why you wrote it. Many different factors play into newsworthiness, and the

more of these factors a story contains, the more newsworthy it is. Grasp of

newsworthiness is essential to win an award for this committee. Take a look at this link

from the University of Nebraska at Omaha for a more detailed explanation of news

values.

A Hard News Story; And Another One

Each separate part of the heading contains a link to a different story. Hard news is

generally very short, focused solely on facts, to the point and doesn’t include a lot of

quotes. This style is generally used for serious, difficult or breaking news topics. If there

are quotes, it’s mostly a matter of confirmation from officials rather than something that

expresses emotion.

A Soft News Story

Soft News, in comparison to hard news, often contains more descriptive writing, more

emotion expressed in quotes, and a focus less on being to-the-point but exploring

nuances and less serious topics. This story on mobile ordering is the perfect example.

A Story That’s A Bit Of Both

This story is more on the hard news side, but the nature of the quotes gives it a softer

approach. Notice the straightforward lead, focus on the facts, the history of the project,

but the slight interjection of emotion on account of the quotes from the people leading

the project.

https://www.unomaha.edu/office-of-strategic-marketing-and-communications/public-relations/what-is-newsworthy.php
https://thecrimsonwhite.com/101017/news/homecoming-queen-candidates-announced/
https://thecrimsonwhite.com/99591/news/another-new-semester-another-new-normal-covid-dashboard-as-well-as-covid-protocols-not-to-return-for-new-year/
https://thecrimsonwhite.com/101345/news/bama-dinings-mobile-ordering-still-experiencing-excessive-wait-times/
https://thecrimsonwhite.com/102155/news/the-new-frontier-ua-opens-new-mri-research-facility/

